**Introduction**

Ray Wilkerson provided a demonstration of the EMDI Workgroup page on the Collaboration site. He highlighted features like minutes and call-in information for meetings and shared documents for the workgroup.

**Introduction to Workgroup Survey**

Ray Wilkerson provided a brief overview of the Workgroup Survey. The survey is available on the EMDI Workgroup page.

**Discuss the EMDI Measures**

The EMDI team has asked workgroup participants to provide feedback on the EMDI measures. They have received feedback from Hyland OnBase and SunCoast RHIO. The due date for feedback has been extended to 05/25/2018.

**Discuss “CMS Recognized EMDI Participant”**

Ray Wilkerson displayed the “CMS-Recognized EMDI Participant” that pilot organizations can use.
5. Roundtable Discussion
   a. Hyland OnBase: Mike Hurley reported on a Mackinac pilot underway in Ohio. The pilot is in production and successfully moving live PHI from payers to providers. Hyland OnBase has approximately 100 customers in Ohio. They plan to expand the pilot to Indiana, Michigan, and Kentucky on 06/01/2018. Hyland OnBase is also working on their EMDI pilot. They have identified partners including payers, hospitals, and clearinghouses. Their goal is to walk through the EMDI use case for DME. They have high-level requirements and are working toward more detailed data requirements to create a minimum viable product. Mike Hurley plans to reach out to the EMDI team to identify where Mackinac is in concert with the EMDI Implementation Guide.
   b. Epic: Jeremy Akins reported that Epic is continuing work on their EMDI pilot. They have customers interested in interoperability and have a basic workflow to send documents to Brightree. Ray Wilkerson will work with Epic and Brightree to create a pilot summary.
   c. Change Healthcare: Laura Coughlin reported that Change Healthcare is working with a MAC and preparing to propose a pilot to CMS that uses EMDI concepts for automating processes.

6. Next Steps
   a. Ray Wilkerson informed the group that the current meeting series ends today and they will receive a new meeting invite series for this workgroup.
   b. Ray Wilkerson introduced Nandini Ganguly and noted that Pallavi Talekar is now the EMDI Project Manager.
   c. The EMDI team will be enhancing the EMDI Collaboration site and the EMDI site on cms.gov. They will be soliciting feedback on both sites from workgroup participants.

DECISIONS MADE
1. None.

RISKS
1. None discussed.

ISSUES
1. None noted.
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Next Meeting: 06/21/2018, 03:00 PM